Influence of previous target motion on anticipatory pursuit deceleration.
During visual pursuit of a moving target, expected changes in its trajectory often evoke anticipatory smooth pursuit responses. In the present study, we investigated characteristics of anticipatory smooth pursuit decelerations before a change or the end of a target trajectory. Healthy humans had to pursue with the eyes a target moving along a circular path that predictably or unpredictably reversed direction and then retraced its movement back to the starting position. We found that anticipatory eye decelerations were often evoked in temporal expectation of target reversal and of the end of the trajectory. The latency of anticipatory decelerations initiated before target reversal was variable, had poor temporal accuracy and depended on the history of previous trials. Anticipations of the end of the trajectory were more accurate, more precise and were not influenced by previous trials. In this case, subjects probably based their estimate of the end of the trajectory on the duration just experienced before target motion reversal. These results suggest that anticipatory eye decelerations are based on the characteristics of the current or preceding trials depending on the most reliable information available.